THURSDAY - APRIL 27, 2023

All times are listed in Pacific Time (PDT)

6:00 - 7:00 AM  CONFERENCE OPENS

DAILY OPENING
- Serenity Prayer
- 12 Steps / Traditions / Concepts of Service
- Daily SESH Reading
- Announcements

WELCOME / INTRODUCTIONS / ROLL CALL
- Welcome from Board Chair
- Introduction of Board of Trustees
- Welcome from Executive Director
- Introduction of Delegates and Alternates
- Roll Call

PROCEDURAL VOTING / INFORMATION SESSIONS
- Approval of WSC 2021 Minutes: Monday, May 3, 2021
- WS Literature Committee - Priority List Introduction

7:00 - 7:15 AM  RECESS

7:15 - 8:15 AM  PROCEDURAL VOTING / INFORMATION SESSIONS
- Rules
  Approval of conference Standing Rules (changes, revisions, etc.)

8:15 - 8:45 AM  BREAK

8:45 - 9:45 AM  PROCEDURAL VOTING / MOTIONS
- Roll Call
- Agenda
  Acceptance of Agenda (changes, revisions, etc.)
- MOTION 02
  [motion withdrawn by maker in writing via email]
- MOTION 28
  Standing Rules of Order
- MOTION 03
  Standing Rules of Order

9:45 - 10:00 AM  RECESS

10:00 - 11:00 AM  CAR MOTIONS
- MOTION 04
  Standing Rules of Order
- MOTION 05
  Standing Rules of Order
- MOTION 29
  GWS, WSC translations
- MOTION 30
  GWS, WSC floor motions
11:00 - 11:15 AM  RECESS

11:15 AM - 12:00 PM  CAR MOTIONS
  • MOTION 06  Standing Rules of Order
  • MOTION 07  Standing Rules of Order
  • MOTION 08  Service Guides
  • MOTION 62  Service Guides

FRIDAY - APRIL 28, 2023
All times are listed in Pacific Time (PDT)

6:00 - 7:00 AM  CONFERENCE RESUMES

  DAILY OPENING
  • Serenity Prayer
  • 12 Steps / Traditions / Concepts of Service
  • Daily SESH Reading
  • Announcements

  ROLL CALL
  • Roll Call

  PROCEDURAL VOTING / INFORMATION SESSIONS
  • Minutes  Review and approval of minutes from previous day

  CAR MOTIONS
  • MOTION 09  GWS - Ad Hoc Committees
  • MOTION 10  GWS - English language for a committee

7:00 - 7:15 AM  RECESS

7:15 - 8:15 AM  CAR MOTIONS
  • MOTION 11  GWS - World Delegate Forum
  • MOTION 79  GLS - World Rep Forum
  • MOTION 12  GWS - World Delegate Forum
  • MOTION 78  GLS - World Rep Forum

8:15 - 8:45 AM  BREAK
8:45 - 9:45 AM  ROLL CALL / CAR MOTIONS
• Roll Call
• MOTION 13  GWS - WSC
• MOTION 14  GWS - WSC
• MOTION 15  GWS - WSC
• MOTION 20  GWS - WSC at no cost
• MOTION 01  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)

9:45 - 10:00 AM  RECESS

10:00 - 11:00 AM  INFORMATIONAL SESSIONS / CAR MOTIONS
• Introduction  Introduction of WSO Staff
• Presentation  World Pool pre election presentation
• MOTION 17  BOT - name
• MOTION 52  Interregional forums
• MOTION 18  BOT - as guardian

11:00 - 11:15 AM  RECESS

11:15 AM - 12:00 PM  CAR MOTIONS
• MOTION 47  BOT - role
• MOTION 19  BOT - reports to fellowship
• MOTION 50  WS Committee - reports

SATURDAY - APRIL 29, 2023
All times are listed in Pacific Time (PDT)

6:00 - 7:00 AM  CONFERENCE RESUMES

DAILY OPENING
• Serenity Prayer
• 12 Steps / Traditions / Concepts of Service
• Daily SESH Reading
• Announcements

ROLL CALL
• Roll Call

PROCEDURAL VOTING / CAR MOTIONS
• Minutes  Review and approval of minutes from previous day
CAR MOTIONS
• MOTION 21  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
• MOTION 22  WSC Common Welfare Topics
• MOTION 23  WSC Common Welfare Topics

7:00 - 7:15 AM  RECESS

7:15 - 8:15 AM  CAR MOTIONS
• MOTION 24  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
• MOTION 25  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
• MOTION 26  GWS - submitting motions
• MOTION 27  GWS - P&G duties
• MOTION 31  GWS - challenging a nomination
• MOTION 32  GWS - steps, traditions, etc.

8:15 - 8:45 AM  BREAK

8:45 - 9:45 AM  ROLL CALL / CAR MOTIONS
• Roll Call
• MOTION 33  GWS - tally process
• MOTION 34  GWS - service literature
• MOTION 35  GWS - service literature
• MOTION 36  GWS - CAL and translations

9:45 - 10:00 AM  RECESS

10:00 - 11:00 AM  CAR MOTIONS
• MOTION 37  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
• MOTION 38  GWS - contract process
• MOTION 39  GWS - copyright and trademark
• MOTION 40  GWS - copyright and trademark
• MOTION 45  GWS - copyright and trademark

11:00 - 11:15 AM  RECESS

11:15 AM - 12:00 PM  CAR MOTIONS / INFORMATION SESSIONS
• MOTION 43  GWS - screen sharing
• MOTION 41  GWS - screen sharing
• MOTION 44  GWS - downloading literature
• Theme  Explain the procedure for choosing next WSC Theme
• Theme  Submission for next WSC Theme opens
SUNDAY - APRIL 30, 2023
All times are listed in Pacific Time (PDT)

6:00 - 7:00 AM  CONFERENCE RESUMES

DAILY OPENING
- Serenity Prayer
- 12 Steps / Traditions / Concepts of Service
- Daily SESH Reading
- Announcements

ROLL CALL
- Roll Call

PROCEDURAL VOTING / INFORMATION
- Minutes Review and approval of minutes from previous day

CAR MOTIONS
- MOTION 42 GWS - CAL and Narateen wording
- MOTION 60 GWS - Narateen wording

7:00 - 7:15 AM  RECESS

7:15 - 8:15 AM  CAR MOTIONS
- MOTION 46 GWS - BOT term
- MOTION 48 GWS - NSO
- MOTION 49 GWS - NSO
- MOTION 51 GWS - WS Committee language

8:15 - 8:45 AM  BREAK

8:45 - 9:45 AM  ROLL CALL / CAR MOTIONS
- Roll Call
- MOTION 53 GWS - WSC floor motions
- MOTION 54 Literature
- MOTION 55 Literature

9:45 - 10:00 AM  RECESS
10:00 - 11:00 AM  CAR MOTIONS
   • MOTION 56  Literature - Narateen reading cards
   • MOTION 57  Literature - Narateen reading cards
   • MOTION 58  Literature - Narateen "things we learn ..."
   • MOTION 59  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
   • MOTION 61  GWS - hyperlink re: meetings
   • MOTION 63  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
   • MOTION 64  GLS - virtual meetings
   • MOTION 65  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
   • MOTION 66  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)

11:00 - 11:15 AM  RECESS

11:15 AM - 12:00 PM  CAR MOTIONS
   • MOTION 67  GLS - meeting format
   • MOTION 68  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
   • MOTION 69  GLS - recorded meetings
   • MOTION 70  GLS - group structure
   • MOTION 71  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
   • Theme  Choose next WSC Theme - 1st round voting

MONDAY - MAY 1, 2023
All times are listed in Pacific Time (PDT)

6:00 - 7:00 AM  CONFERENCE RESUMES

DAILY OPENING
   • Serenity Prayer
   • 12 Steps / Traditions / Concepts of Service
   • Daily SESH Reading
   • Announcements

ROLL CALL
   • Roll Call

PROCEDURAL VOTING / INFORMATION
   • Minutes  Review and approval of minutes from previous day
CAR MOTIONS
- MOTION 72  GLS - GSR duties
- MOTION 73  GLS - business meeting

7:00 - 7:15 AM  RECESS

7:15 - 8:15 AM  CAR MOTIONS
- MOTION 74  GLS - regional structure
- MOTION 89  GLS - area officers
- MOTION 76  GLS - regional structure
- MOTION 75  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
- MOTION 77  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
- MOTION 80  GLS - vice chair duties
- MOTION 81  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)

8:15 - 8:45 AM  BREAK

8:45 - 9:45 AM  ROLL CALL / CAR MOTIONS
- Roll Call  GLS - Narateen facilitator
- MOTION 83  GLS - Narateen meeting format
- MOTION 84  GLS - quorum
- MOTION 85  (Motion withdrawn by maker via email)
- MOTION 86  GLS - social media

9:45 - 10:00 AM  RECESS

10:00 - 11:00 AM  CAR MOTIONS / ELECTIONS
- MOTION 87  BOT - ad hoc committee
- MOTION 88  BOT - handling urgent matters
- Election  BOT - World Pool - Elections
- Election  Direct Elections to the Board of Trustees

11:00 - 11:15 AM  RECESS

11:15 AM - 12:00 PM  ELECTIONS / CAT MATERIAL / WSC THEME
- Election  WSC 2025 Facilitator
- Election  Delegate Representative
- CAT Material  Approval of 8 pieces of CAT Materials
- Theme  Choose next WSC Theme - 2nd round voting
TUESDAY - MAY 2, 2023

All times are listed in Pacific Time (PDT)

6:00 - 7:00 AM       CONFERENCE RESUMES

DAILY OPENING
• Serenity Prayer
• 12 Steps / Traditions / Concepts of Service
• Daily SESH Reading
• Announcements

ROLL CALL
• Roll Call

PROCEDURAL VOTING / INFORMATION SESSIONS
• Minutes Review and approval of minutes from previous day

2021-2023 BIENNIAL REPORT
• Presentation The 2021-2023 Biennial Report

7:00 - 7:15 AM       RECESS

7:15 - 8:15 AM       FLOOR MOTIONS
• Floor Motions

8:15 - 8:45 AM       BREAK

8:45 - 9:45 AM       OPEN DISCUSSION
• Open Discussion

9:45 - 10:00 AM      RECESS

10:00 - 11:00 AM     OPEN DISCUSSION
• Open Discussion

11:00 - 11:15 AM     RECESS

11:15 AM - 12:00 PM  OPEN DISCUSSION / INFORMATION SESSIONS
• Announcement Next WSC Theme
• Serenity Prayer

WSC 2023 CLOSES